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Abstract: This paper presents an improved inverse-time over-current protection method based on
the compound fault acceleration factor and the beetle antennae search (BAS) optimization method for
a microgrid. The proposed method can not only significantly increase the operation speed of the
inverse-time over-current protection but also improve the protection coordination by considering
the possible influential factors in terms of microgrid operation modes, distributed generation (DG)
integration status, fault types, and positions, which are marked as the most challenging problems for
over-current protection of a microgrid. In this paper, a new Time Dial Setting (TDS) of inverse-time
protection is developed by applying a compound fault acceleration factor, which can notably accelerate
the speed of protection by using low-voltage and short-circuit impedance during the fault. In order
to improve the protection coordination, the BAS algorithm is then used to optimize the protection
parameters of the pick-up current, TDS, and the inverse time curve shape coefficient. Finally, case
studies and various evaluations based on DIgSILENT/Power Factory are carried out to illustrate the
effectiveness of the proposed method.

Keywords: microgrid; distributed generation; inverse-time over-current protection; coordination
optimization

1. Introduction

Nowadays, with the increasing demand for electric energy, distributed generations (DGs), such as
photovoltaics, wind turbines, and fuel cells, play significant roles in power systems [1,2]. Since the DG
in the microgrid is close to the load, the line loss is reduced and the energy efficiency is improved,
which makes a great contribution to the reduction of carbon dioxide emissions in the world [3,4].
As the majority of DGs are connected to the grid via power electronic inverters, which is called
inverter-interfaced DG (IIDG), new challenges have risen in energy management, planning, and design,
as well as control and protection. Effective microgrid protection is the primary prerequisite for the
reliable operation of a microgrid [5,6].

Considering the unique fault characteristics, the conventional protection methods used in
distribution systems are considered no longer sufficiently effective [7]. Firstly, the fault current level is
strict by the current limiter of the inverter, which introduces challenges to the majority of conventional
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current-based protection methods [8]. Secondly, a microgrid has two different operational modes, i.e.,
a grid-connected mode and islanding mode, which causes notably different fault levels [9]. Thirdly,
as microgrids can have multiple DGs, the fault current direction may be changed, which brings
difficulties in the relay setting and coordination [10]. Furthermore, the inverter control methods
alter the relationship of the output voltage and current compared with the synchronous generator
and inherently increases the risk of compromising the performance of the conventional protection
method [11].

Many researchers have put forward efforts to improve the performance of the microgrid
protection system. Some of them focus on protection with the communication channel [12,13].
Slemaisardoo et al. [12] proposed a differential protection method using a non-nominal frequency
current during the fault, which can better detect the microgrid fault than conventional over-current
protection. Aghdam et al. [13] proposed a differential protection method based on variable tripping
times, and a multi-agent protection scheme was designed to improve the coordination of adjacent relays.
Except for differential protection, some papers [14–16] used the data from multiple measurement points
to classify and optimize the corresponding protection parameters based on the state change of the
microgrid topology and DGs. Communication-based methods are reasonable solutions for microgrid
protection. However, the reliability of this type of protection highly relies on the communication
facilities and performance; also, it is not an economic solution.

Some research focused on protection methods that do not rely on communication. In [17],
a new directional relay using amplitude and phase of sequence components in the network is
proposed. In [18], a new zero-sequence direction protection for microgrid ground faults is proposed.
Huang et al. [19] proposed an inverse-time impedance protection method, which is not affected by
changes in the microgrid short-circuit level. In [20], an adaptive distance protection method based
on the auxiliary coefficient is proposed to solve the influence of DG on the measured impedance of
the relay. Some researchers proposed improved over-current protection methods by considering the
fault characteristics of the microgrid [21–23]. Muda and Jena [21] proposed an adaptive over-current
protection method by increasing the fault current during the fault. The superposition current of both
the positive and negative sequences was applied to amplify the value of the fault current. In [22],
an adaptive over-current protection method that diagnosed the microgrid operating mode from the
voltage analysis is proposed. El-Naily et al. [23] designed a new pickup current constraint based on
the influence of DG on over-current protection so as to overcome the low-fault-level problem. Besides,
some papers proposed methods using fault current limiters (FCLs) to limit the short-circuit level of the
microgrid [24,25]. In [24], FCLs are used to limit the fault current contribution of the main grid, and the
genetic algorithm is used to solve the optimal coordination of the protection. In [25], a new hybrid
method that combined the Cuckoo optimization algorithm and linear programming (COA–LP) was
applied to solve the coordination of the microgrid protection. Although the use of FCLs can ensure the
reliability and selectivity of traditional over-current protection, the investment of additional equipment
increases the cost of protection and lacks economic efficiency.

With the development of artificial intelligence technology, some smart protection methods were
also developed in recent years [26–28]. Kar et al. [26] proposed a differential protection scheme based on
data mining to adapt to the operating mode and topology changes of the microgrid. In [27], an adaptive
protection scheme based on machine learning was proposed, which can adaptively modify the
protection parameters for different operating conditions. Mishra and Rout [28] proposes a differential
protection scheme based on Hilbert–Huang transform (HHT) and machine learning, in which HHT
was used for feature extraction and machine learning used to classify the fault. These methods can
effectively solve the relay setting and coordination problems, but the reliability and fastness of some
smart algorithms are difficult to guarantee.

Although massive smart and sophisticated protection methods have been developed, the simple
over-current relay (OCR), which has the characteristics of good performance, simple principles, and a
low cost, is still widely used in low-voltage power grids. In practice, a lot of existing microgrid projects
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utilize the over-current relay as their main and backup protection methods [29]. However, some
challenges are still not overcome. Firstly, the over-current relays utilized in a microgrid are mainly
time-inverse over-current relays, the operation time of which is inversely proportioned to the fault
current. Due to the low fault-current level of the microgrid, the operational speed of this type of relay
is difficult to be satisfactory. Secondly, a microgrid typically has multiple DGs located in different
branches, which may bring difficulty in relay coordination. Furthermore, the alteration of the operation
modes of the microgrid will notably change the fault level and challenge the relay settings.

Therefore, to overcome the limitations of the conventional over-current protection methods
discussed above, this paper proposes an improved inverse-time over-current (I-ITOC) protection
method. A compound fault acceleration factor based on low voltage and the measured impedance was
developed to improve the speed of the relay. Then, the coordination of protection is optimized by using
the beetle antenna search (BAS) algorithm. Compared with the conventional over-current method,
the proposed method notably improves the operation speed. Furthermore, as the proposed method
does not require extra devices, it is potentially more economic and easier to implement in the field.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, the compound fault acceleration
factor and the I-ITOC protection method are explained. The optimal configuration of the protection
parameters is described in Section 3, and case studies with simulation comparison analyses are
presented in Section 4.

2. Improved Inverse-Time Over-Current Protection Method Based on the Compound Fault
Acceleration Factor

2.1. Introduction to the Inverse-Time Over-Current Relay

The inverse-time over-current relay (ITOCR) has the ability to reflect the severity of faults, and its
operation time is inversely proportioned to the fault current. According to the standard IEC 60255 [30],
the operation characteristic equation of the ITOCR is defined as follows:

t =
A( I f

Ip

)α
− 1

× TDS (1)

where t is the relay’s operation time, A is the constant coefficient, α is the inverse-time curve shape
coefficient, If is the magnitude of the fault current measured by the relay, Time Dial Setting (TDS) is the
time dial setting, and Ip is the setting of the relay’s pickup current.

However, due to the changes in the operating mode of the microgrid, the limitations of the power
electronics in contributing to the fault current in the microgrid, and the significant impact of the DGs’
control strategy and capacity on the fault output current, there are significant differences in fault
current values in the microgrid under different modes. Since the operation time of a conventional
ITOCR is closely related to the fault current, the large variations in fault level will significantly affect
the performance of the conventional ITOCR. Therefore, in order to ensure the satisfactory speed of
the ITOCR in different modes of the microgrid, it is necessary to improve the conventional ITOC
protection method.

2.2. Development of the Compound Fault Acceleration Factor for Over-Current Protection of a Microgrid

When the microgrid is operating in the grid-connected mode, the bus voltage and frequency are
regulated by the upstream main grid. When the microgrid is switched to the islanded mode, one or
some main DGs will be used to maintain the bus voltage and frequency stability. In the event of a
fault, the closer the fault point is to the relay installation point, the more serious the voltage drop of the
relay will be. Thus, the voltage drop of the relays can reflect the distance from the fault point to the
installation of the relay.
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As shown in Figure 1, when one fault occurs downstream of the relay R2 (point f ), constructing
the coefficient of the fault voltage based on the characteristics of the bus fault voltage, and the fault
voltage coefficient U∗i of the relay Ri, can be defined in Equation (2):

U∗i = 1−

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣U
fault
i −Uprefault

i

Uprefault
i

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ (2)

where Uprefault
i and Ufault

i are the pre-fault voltage and the fault voltage to the relay Ri, respectively.
The fault position on the line influences the value of U∗i . The closer the relay is to the point of fault,
the smaller U∗i is, and U∗i is less than 1 for all possible scenarios.
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In addition, according to the principle of distance protection, the measured impedance of the relay
reflects the distance between the relay and the point of fault, and the fault impedance coefficient Z∗i can
be constructed as follows:

Z∗i =
|ZL|

|ZRi|
(3)

where ZL is the line impedance, which is the total impedance between the bus PCC (BUS1) to the end
of the branch (BUS3). ZRi is the measured impedance of the relay Ri. Please note that calculation of ZRi
changes with different fault types; also, the closer the relay is to the point of fault, the larger the fault
impedance coefficient Z∗i is. Z∗i is greater than 1 for all possible scenarios.

By combing Equations (2) and (3), the operation characteristic equation and new TDS of the
I-ITOC protection method is obtained in (4) and (5), where Mi in (6) represents the compound fault
acceleration factor.

ti =
A( I f ·i

Ip·i

)αi

− 1

× TDS∗i (4)

TDS∗i = TDSi ×Mi (5)

Mi =
U∗i
Z∗i

(6)

Compared with the conventional ITOCR, the speed of the improved inverse-time over-current
relay (ITOCR) can be improved as Mi is less than 1 for the majority of scenarios. The following section,
Section 2.3, will discuss a few scenarios in which Mi is greater than 1. In the case of the islanded mode
of the microgrid, due to the influence of the DG capacity, the DG’s maintain bus voltage capability is
weaker than that of the main grid. Therefore, the compound fault acceleration factor Mi in the islanded
mode is smaller than that of the grid-connected mode. Inherently, the influence of a low fault level on
the protection operation time during the island mode can be further reduced.

2.3. Effect of DG on the Compound Fault Acceleration Factor

The presence of DGs in the microgrid can change the fault current flowing through the relay,
which will result in a different operation time by applying the ITOC. Besides, the fault current of the
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DG may also affect the fault measurement impedance of the backup relay. In Figure 1, when a fault
occurs downstream of the relay R2, the impedance measured by the relays R1 and R2 can be obtained
by Equations (7) and (8):

ZR1 = Z1 + Z f + Z∗DG (7)

ZR2 = Z f (8)

where
Z∗DG =

IDG2

IBUS1
×Z f (9)

In Equations (7) and (8), ZR1 and ZR2 are the measured impedance of the relay R1 and R2, Zf is
the impedance between relay R2 and fault point f, and Z∗DG is the contribution impedance of DG2’s
fault current to relay R1. In Equation (9), IBUS1 is the fault current flowing through BUS1 and IDG2 is
the fault current of the DG2.

When the fault occurs in the grid-connected mode, IBUS1 will typically be much greater than IDG2,
and Z∗DG can be ignored. When the fault occurs in the microgrid islanded mode, the magnitude of
|IDG2/IBUS1| is affected by the DG control strategy and the severity of the fault. Since the phase angle
of |IDG2/IBUS1| is between −90◦ and 90◦ [19], ZR1 is still greater than ZR2, and the fault impedance
coefficient Z∗1 and Z∗2 measured by the relays R1 and R2 still satisfies the criteria that Z∗2 is greater
than Z∗1.

However, when the capacity of the DG is relatively large, the fault current of the DG may cause
may cause the protection measurement impedance ZRi to be greater than the set impedance ZL,
inherently affecting the speed of the protection. Therefore, the compound fault acceleration factor Mi
and the I-ITOC protection method is improved, which can be expressed in Equations (10) and (11).

Mi =
U∗i

1 + Z∗i
(10)

where

Z∗i =

 1 Z∗i < 1

|ZL/ZRi| Z∗i ≥ 1
(11)

In order to maintain the acceleration effect of Mi when the contribution of DG to the protection
measurement impedance is too large, the denominator of Mi is changed, and 1 is taken when the fault
impedance coefficient Z∗i is less than 1.

3. Protection Coordination Optimization Based on the Beetle Antennae Search Algorithm

Due to the unique fault characteristics in the microgrids and the influence of the DG,
the conventional settings of the ITOCR cannot be directly applied for effective microgrid protection.
Figure 2a,b are the protection operation characteristics curve of the conventional ITOCR under different
operation modes of the microgrid.

As shown in Figure 2a, if the settings are configured based on the grid-connected operational mode,
the speed of the relay in the islanded mode could be too slow due to the reduced fault level; as shown
in Figure 2b, if the settings are calculated based on the islanded operational mode, the coordination
time interval (CTI) of the adjacent relays in the grid-connected mode could be too small to ensure
the coordination of protection. In addition, the contribution of the DG to the fault current flowing
through the relay also affects the coordination of the relay. Therefore, in order to ensure the selectivity
and speed of I-ITOCR in different operation modes of the microgrid, it is necessary to optimize the
parameters of each relay.
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3.1. Coordinated Optimization of the I-ITOCRs

The I-ITOCR operating characteristic equation is shown in Equation (6). In general, parameters
A and α are fixed for a certain relay and the parameters Ip·i and TDSi need to be set. In this paper,
in order to reduce the impact of current changes and achieve optimal coordination, the index αi is also
added as the optimization variable. The objective function of the optimization problem is formulated
in Equation (12), which represents the sum of the operation time for I-IOCR considering both the
grid-connected and islanded operation modes of the microgrid.

Min
Ip,α,TDS

F =
2∑

m=1

4∑
n=1

 K∑
k=1

ti
pr·k +

2∑
j=1

ti j
bc·k


 (12)

where m denotes the operation mode of the microgrid, and the numbers 1 and 2, respectively, indicate
the grid-connected and islanded modes of the microgrid; n represents different fault types; k represents
the different fault conditions, here being the first and end fault of each line; i represents the primary
relay and j represents the backup relay to the primary relay I; and t denotes the operation time of the
relays, with ti

pr·k denoting the operation time of the primary relay and ti j
bc·k denoting the operation time

of the backup relay.
The total operation time of the I-IOCRs is reduced by obeying their constraints as follows.

3.1.1. Protection Coordination Constraints

When a fault occurs in the network, in order to ensure the selectivity of the relay, there should be a
reasonable CTI between the backup and primary relay operation time and this relationship also exists
between the remaining protection and backup protection operation time. The CTI can be expressed as
Equations (13) and (14):

CTIi·1 = ti1
bc·k − ti

pr·k (13)

CTIi·2 = ti2
bc·k − ti1

bc·k (14)

The CTI should have a minimum value by considering the operation time of the circuit breaker
and a safety margin, where an excessive CTI is unfavorable to the stability of the system [31]. Therefore,
the CTIi·1 is limited to between 0.2 and 0.5, and the CTIi·2 is greater than 0.2 [32]. It can be represented
as follows:

CTImin ≤ CTIi·1 ≤ CTImax (15)

CTImin ≤ CTIi·2 (16)
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3.1.2. Protection Operation Time Constraint

Considering the speed of the relay and the stability of the system, the maximum and minimum
operation time of the relay must be limited. For all the I-ITOCRs, the protection operation time is set
between 0 and 2 s. The limit of the protection operation time is as shown in Equations (17) and (18):

tmin ≤ ti
pr·k ≤ tmax (17)

tmin ≤ ti j
bc·k ≤ tmax (18)

3.1.3. Protection Parameter Constraint

In this part, the constraint of the pickup current Ip·i, the Time Dial Setting TDSi, and the index αi
are introduced.

The range of values for each relay’s pickup current is determined by the network. According to
the requirements of the IEC standard, the pickup current must be greater than the maximum load
current IL·max of the line, which is normally set as Ip·i > 1.1IL·max [23]. In order to ensure the reliability of
the protection, the pickup current must be smaller than the minimum fault current I f ·min, which is the
fault current of the two-phase fault at the remote end of the feeder. The TDSi is generally set between
0.05 and 11 s [33]. According to Standard IEC 60255, the inverse time type αi is usually between 0.02
and 13.5 [34]. Finally, the lower and upper bounds of the I-ITOCR’s parameters are given in (19)–(21).

αmin < αi < αmax (19)

Imin
p ≤ Ip·i ≤ Imax

p (20)

TDSmin ≤ TDSi ≤ TDSmax (21)

3.2. Parameter Optimization of the I-ITOCR Based on the Beetle Antenna Search Algorithm

According to the microgrid network structure and the fault condition, the objective function (12)
and the constraints (13)–(16) can be obtained. Next, considering the constraints (17)–(21) of the
parameter variables, the optimal parameter configuration for each relay can be determined. Since the
above problem is a nonlinear optimization problem, the solving process is complicated and difficult.
Therefore, in this section, the BAS algorithm is used to solve this nonlinear optimization problem to
obtain the optimal configuration of the I-ITOCR’s parameters.

The BAS algorithm is a meta-heuristic algorithm for multi-objective function optimization,
which imitates the perception function of beetle antennae to judge the fitness of local areas around
itself and guides individuals to move to the global optimal solution through the optimal solution of
local areas [35]. Compared with the particle swarm optimization algorithm, the BAS algorithm only
needs one individual, which greatly reduces the computational complexity.

The algorithm flow of the BAS is shown in Figure 3, and its main steps are explained as follows:

Step 1: Randomly generate the direction vector
→

b of the beetle antennae and normalize it.

→

b =
rands(g, 1)
‖rands(g, 1)‖

(22)

where rands denotes a random function and g presents the dimensions of the position. Here, the size of
g is related to the number of relays to be optimized.

Step 2: Calculate the left and right spatial coordinates Xl and Xr of the antennae according to the

initial search distance dt and
→

b .

Xl = Xt
− dt

→

b (23)
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Xr = Xt + dt
→

b (24)

where Xt is the position of the beetle at the tth iteration, and Xt can be expressed as Equation (25):

Xt =
[
It
p·1,αt

1, TDSt
1, · · · , It

p·w,αt
w, TDSt

w

]T
(25)

where w is the number of relays to optimize.
Step 3: Calculate the odor intensity f (Xl) and f (Xr) based on the spatial coordinates and the fitness

function f (X).
f (Xl) = F(Xl) (26)

f (Xr) = F(Xr) (27)

where F(.) is the objective function shown in Equation (12).
Step 4: Determine the position xt+1 of the next moment of the beetle according to the fitness

function value.
Xt+1 = Xt

− δt
→

b sign( f (Xl) − f (Xr)) (28)

where δt represents the step size and sign(.) represents a sign function.
Step 5: Update the step size δt and search distance dt.
Step 6: Iterate to the maximum number of iterations and output the result.
Through the above steps, the optimal parameters Ip·i, TDSi, and αi of each relay in the microgrid

can be obtained, and the coordination problem of the microgrid protection can be solved.
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Step 2: Calculate the left and right spatial coordinates Xl and Xr of the antennae according to 
the initial search distance dt and b⃗. 
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where Xt is the position of the beetle at the tth iteration, and Xt can be expressed as Equation (25): 

Xt = Ip·1
t ,α1

t ,TDS1
t , ⋯, Ip·w

t ,αw
t ,TDSw

t T
 (25)

where w is the number of relays to optimize. 
Step 3: Calculate the odor intensity f(Xl) and f(Xr) based on the spatial coordinates and the fitness 

function f(X). 

( )= ( )l lf X F X  (26)

( )= ( )r rf X F X  (27)

where F(.) is the objective function shown in Equation (12). 
Step 4: Determine the position xt+1 of the next moment of the beetle according to the fitness 

function value. 

δ+ −= −


1  ( ( ) ( ))t t t
l rX X b sign f X f X  (28)

where δt represents the step size and sign(.) represents a sign function. 
Step 5: Update the step size δt and search distance dt. 
Step 6: Iterate to the maximum number of iterations and output the result. 
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3.3. Classification of Microgrid Scenarios Based on DG Status

Since the connection status of the DG in the microgrid affects the fault current in the network,
it is necessary to classify the scenarios of the microgrid according to whether the DG is connected
and obtain the optimal protection parameters under the corresponding scenarios. Please note that
the information about the connection status of DG can be obtained from the central controller of the
microgrid in practice [23].

Figure 4 shows a typical microgrid structure which contains 4 DGs and two branches.
The classification of the microgrid scenarios follows the following criteria. First of all, it is not necessary
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to consider the PCC connection status, because the parameter optimization can comprehensively
consider the microgrid operation modes, i.e., the grid-connected and islanded mode. Secondly, during
the microgrid grid-connect operation mode, DGs apply conventional PQ control. During the microgrid
island operation mode, the widely used master–slave control strategy is applied. DG1, which is
assumed as a stable resource, is chosen as the unit to maintain the microgrid voltage and frequency.
Finally, the scenarios of the microgrid are classified according to the state changes of the remaining DGs.
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According to the above classification principle, the microgrid network shown in Figure 4 can be
divided into eight scenarios, as shown in Table 1. Relays R1–R10 are directional over-current relays.
In different modes of the microgrid, the fault currents flowing through Relays R1, R2, R3, R4, and R5
are obviously different. It is necessary to optimize the parameters according to the above optimization
process. The fault current flowing through Relays R6, R7, R8, R9, and R10 is less affected by the
change in the operating mode of the microgrid, and the parameters can be configured according to the
conventional protection method, which is beyond the scope of this paper.

Table 1. Scenarios classification of the microgrid.

Scenarios DG2 DG3 DG4

1 OFF OFF OFF
2 ON ON OFF
3 ON OFF ON
4 ON OFF OFF
5 OFF OFF ON
6 OFF ON OFF
7 OFF ON ON
8 ON ON ON
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4. Simulation Results

The proposed method based on the compound acceleration factor and BAS optimization algorithm
aim to improve the speed and coordination of the microgrid protection. The impacts of negative factors
on the conventional ITOCR in terms of a low fault level, microgrid operation mode, DG positions,
and DG integration status have been notably reduced. In this section, the speed and coordination
of the proposed protection method are evaluated. The possible negative influencing factors on the
performance of the proposed method, such as fault types, fault positions, and microgrid operation
modes, are evaluated. Besides, the comparison between the proposed method and the conventional
method is also included in this section.

In the simulation, the model of a typical microgrid shown in Figure 4 is established in
DIgSILENT/Power Factory. The detailed parameters of the microgrid are shown in Table 2. All DGs
adopted the PQ control during the grid-connected operation mode of the microgrid. During the
islanded operation mode, the microgrid applies the master–slave control mode. DG1, which is assumed
as the most stable and reliable resource in the microgrid, is denoted as the master DG and adopts
the V/f control. In turn, the other DGs kept using the PQ control. The initial state of the DGs in the
microgrid is Scenario 1 in Table 1. The change in DG status will be evaluated in this section. Due to the
thermal limit of the power inverter, the fault current limit of the DGs is set as 2 p.u. For conventional
ITOCRs, the parameters of A and α are set as 0.14 and 0.02, and the minimum allowed CTI is set to
0.3 s [22,32]. F1 to F5 in Figure 4 denotes the fault positions.

Table 2. Simulation parameters of the microgrid model.

Element Parameter

DG1/DG2/DG3/DG4 1500/100/200/500 kW
Line Parameters and length 0.01 + j0.015 Ω/km, 1 km

Load1/Load2/Load3/Load4/Load5 300/100/200/200/400 kW
PCC Voltage/Frequency 0.4 kV/50 Hz

4.1. Optimized Configuration of the Protection Parameters

The settings parameters of the microgrid protection of Scenario 1 are optimized based on the
methods described in Section 3. Table 3 shows the optimal protection parameters obtained according
to the BAS algorithm optimization process shown in Figure 3.

Table 3. Optimal configuration of the protection parameters in Scenario 1.

Relay Ip·i/IL·maxi TDSi αi

R1 1.1277 0.5061 0.0211
R2 1.1308 0.7231 0.0201
R3 1.5788 0.7511 0.0214
R4 1.1105 8.7153 0.2981
R5 2.9282 0.1495 0.0262

4.2. Evaluation of the Acceleration Capability of the Proposed Method

In this section, the acceleration capability of the proposed method is evaluated with different
microgrid operating modes, fault types, and positions, and the comparison with conventional protection
methods is carried out.

4.2.1. Evaluations in the Grid-Connected Mode of the Microgrid

(a) Different fault positions: In this case, the simulations are performed for different fault positions
in the grid-connected mode. The three-phase faults are applied in this case, while the evaluations of
different fault types will be discussed in the following section.
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When fault F3 of Line 3 occurred, the fault current is measured as 5.2553 kA, and the acceleration
factor Mi is calculated to be 0.0417 according to (10). According to the protection parameters in Table 3,
the action delay of R3 is 0.0499 s. Figure 5 shows the voltage change of the bus when occurring at
F3 of Line 3. From Figure 5, it is found that the operation time of the conventional primary relay is
0.1096 s, and the improved primary relay is 0.0597 s faster than the traditional relay. Table 4 shows the
simulation results with different fault positions. The simulation results prove that the speed of the
improved protection method can be guaranteed with different fault positions, and both the primary
and backup relay’s operation times of the I-ITOCR are faster than those of the ITOCR.
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Table 4. Operation times of the different fault positions in the grid-connected mode.

Fault
Position

Relay Operational Time (s)

I-ITOCR ITOCR

PR BR PR BR

F1 0.1110 — 0.4678 —
F2 0.0701 0.4259 0.3549 0.7307
F3 0.0499 0.3799 0.1096 0.4437
F4 0.0837 — 0.3094 —
F5 0.0204 0.3789 0.1179 0.4828

Note: PR and BR represent primary relay and backup relay, respectively.

(b) Different fault types: This section evaluates the speed of the proposed protection method
with different fault types in the grid-connected mode. Table 5 shows the operation times of the
I-ITOCRs and ITOCRs. The fault is set at the F2 of Line 2. In the table, A, B, C, and D represent a
single-phase-to-ground fault, a two-phase fault, a two-phase-to-ground fault, and three-phase fault,
respectively. The operation time for the improved primary relays are all less than 0.15 s, and the
conventional primary relays are all greater than 0.35 s, which proves that the I-ITOCR can adopt all the
fault types and is faster than the ITOCRs under different fault types.

Table 5. Operation times of the different fault types in the grid-connected mode.

Fault
Type

Relay Operational Time (s)

I-ITOCR ITOCR

PR BR PR BR

A 0.1409 0.5264 0.3556 0.7297
B 0.0676 0.4151 0.3729 0.7705
C 0.0640 0.3947 0.3552 0.7292
D 0.0701 0.4259 0.3549 0.7307
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4.2.2. Evaluations in the Islanded Mode of the Microgrid

(a) Different fault positions: This case tests the speed of the proposed protection method for
different fault position in the islanded mode. Please note that the three-phase fault is included in this
case; other fault types will be discussed in the following section.

When fault F3 of Line 3 occurred, the fault current is 3.1970 kA, and the acceleration factor Mi is
0.0412 according to (10). According to the protection parameters in Table 3, the action delay of R3 is
0.0568 s. Figure 6 shows the voltage of the I-ITOCR and ITOCR of BUS2 when a fault occurs at F3 of
Line 3. As can be seen from Figure 6, the operation time of the conventional primary relay is 0.1650 s,
and the action delay of the improved primary relay is much shorter than that of the conventional
protection method.
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Table 6 shows the simulation results of the other faults in this case. Note that, since the fault
level of the microgrid is reduced, when the fault occurs at the F1 point, the operation time of the
conventional primary relay is 1.1519 s, and the operation time for the improved primary relay is only
0.0728 s, which is much smaller than the conventional protection method. In addition, the primary and
backup relay’s operation time at other points of the I-ITOCR is also notably faster than the ITOCR.
Therefore, the improved method has a better speed in the islanded mode of the microgrid.

Table 6. Operation times of the different fault positions in the islanded mode.

Fault
Position

Relay Operational Time (s)

I-ITOCR ITOCR

PR BR PR BR

F1 0.0728 — 1.1519 —
F2 0.0667 0.5033 0.6013 1.5919
F3 0.0568 0.4419 0.1650 0.7408
F4 0.0715 — 0.7591 —
F5 0.0389 0.5181 0.2155 1.0478

(b) Different fault types: In this case, the speed of the improved protection method for different
types of faults in the islanded mode is tested. Table 7 shows the operation times of the ITOCRs and
I-ITOCRs when different types of faults occur at the F3 of Line 3 of the microgrid. As can be seen from
Table 7, the operation time for the improved primary relays are all less than 0.15 s, and the conventional
primary relays are all greater than 0.16 s, which proves that the I-ITOCR is faster than the ITOCRs
under different failure types in the islanded mode of the microgrid.
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Table 7. Operation times of the different fault types in the islanded mode.

Fault
Ttype

Relay Operational Time (s)

I-ITOCR ITOCR

PR BR PR BR

A 0.1490 0.5409 0.1677 0.7508
B 0.0481 0.4161 0.1915 0.9061
C 0.0430 0.3379 0.1667 0.6681
D 0.0568 0.4419 0.1650 0.7408

4.3. Evaluations of Protection Coordination of the Proposed Method

In this section, the coordination of the protection methods is evaluated via the aspects of different
operating modes, fault positions and types, and DG integration status. In this simulation, the traditional
protection parameters are set according to the islanded mode of the microgrid.

4.3.1. Evaluations in the Grid-Connected Mode of the Microgrid

(a) Different fault positions: The simulations are performed with different fault position in the
grid-connected mode. The fault type in this section is set as a three-phase fault; other fault types are
discussed in the following section.

Table 8 shows the simulation results of the different fault positions. From the table, it is found that
the CTIs between the primary and backup relays of the conventional protection are all less than 0.195 s,
which causes the backup relay to remain active after the primary relay trips (CTI < 0.2). As a result,
the selectivity of the protection cannot be guaranteed.

Table 8. Operation times of the different fault positions in the grid-connected mode

Fault
Position

Relay Operational Time (s)

I-ITOCR ITOCR

PR BR CTI PR BR CTI

F1 0.1110 — — 0.2162 — —
F2 0.0701 0.4259 0.3558 0.2126 0.3377 0.1251
F3 0.0499 0.3799 0.3300 0.0724 0.2658 0.1934
F4 0.0837 — — 0.1394 — —
F5 0.0204 0.3789 0.3585 0.0621 0.2175 0.1554

For the proposed I-ITOCR method, the CTIs between the primary and backup relays of the
improved protection method is all around 0.35 s, which fully satisfy the coordination requirement
(0.2 < CTI < 0.5). Therefore, improved protection can ensure the selectivity for different fault positions
in the grid-connected mode.

(b) Different fault types: This section evaluates the coordination of the proposed protection
method for different types of faults in the grid-connected mode. Table 9 shows the operation times of
the ITOCRs and I-ITOCRs with different fault types occurring at the F2 of Line 2. From the results,
it is found that the CTIs of the conventional ITOCR are all less than 0.14 s, which do not satisfy the
coordination requirement (CTI < 0.2). In turn, the CTI of the improved I-ITOCR is all in the range
(0.2 < CTI < 0.5) for different fault types, which promises the protection coordination and selectivity.
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Table 9. Operation times of the different fault types in the grid-connected mode.

Fault
Type

Relay Operational Time (s)

I-ITOCR ITOCR

PR BR CTI PR BR CTI

A 0.1409 0.5264 0.3855 0.2131 0.3372 0.1241
B 0.0676 0.4151 0.3475 0.2234 0.3561 0.1327
C 0.0640 0.3947 0.3307 0.2128 0.3382 0.1254
D 0.0701 0.4259 0.3558 0.2126 0.3377 0.1251

4.3.2. Evaluations in the Islanded Mode of the Microgrid

(a) Different fault positions: In this case, the simulation is performed for different fault position
in the islanded mode. Table 10 shows the simulation results of the example, and the faults are all
three-phase faults; other fault types are discussed in the following section. As can be seen from the
simulation results, the CTI between the primary and backup relays of the improved protection and
conventional protection methods meet the condition (0.2 < CTI < 0.5), and the selectivity of these
protections is not lost for different fault position in the islanded mode.

Table 10. Operation times of the different fault positions in the islanded mode.

Fault
Position

Relay Operational Time (s)

I-ITOCR ITOCR

PR BR CTI PR BR CTI

F1 0.0728 — — 0.5322 — —
F2 0.0667 0.5033 0.4366 0.3602 0.7355 0.3753
F3 0.0568 0.4419 0.3851 0.1088 0.4437 0.3349
F4 0.0715 — — 0.3419 — —
F5 0.0389 0.5181 0.4792 0.1135 0.4718 0.3583

(b) Different fault types: This section evaluates the coordination of the proposed protection
method for different types of faults in the islanded mode. Table 11 shows the operation time of ITOCRs
and I-ITOCRs with different fault types occurring at the F2 of Line 2. From the results, it is found
that the CTIs of the I-ITOCR and ITOCR are all in the range (0.2<CTI<0.5) for different fault types,
which promises the protection coordination and selectivity.

Table 11. Operation times of the different fault types in the grid-connected mode.

Fault
Type

Relay Operational Time (s)

I-ITOCR ITOCR

PR BR CTI PR BR CTI

A 0.1578 0.5055 0.3477 0.3633 0.7383 0.3750
B 0.0525 0.5091 0.4566 0.4464 0.8515 0.4051
C 0.0475 0.4450 0.3975 0.3220 0.6140 0.2920
D 0.0667 0.5033 0.4366 0.3602 0.7355 0.3753

4.3.3. Evaluations of the DG Connection States

In this case, the simulations were carried out with different DG states in the microgrid and the
protection parameter settings in the different scenarios were consistent with the method of Section A.
Table 12 shows the operation time of the I-ITOCRs when the fault occurs at F3 of Line 3 of the microgrid
for eight scenarios; the faults are all three-phase faults, and G and I represent the grid-connected
mode and islanded mode of the microgrid, respectively. As can be seen from the simulation results,
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the improved protection method is not affected by the change of DG state, and the selectivity of the
relay can be guaranteed under different scenarios and different operating modes of the microgrid
(0.2 < CTI < 0.5).

Table 12. Operating times of the I-ITOCRs in the different scenarios and different operating modes of
the microgrid.

Fault
Position

Relay Operational Time (s)

PR BR CTI

Scenario 2
G 0.0027 0.3772 0.3745
I 0.0029 0.4491 0.4462

Scenario 3
G 0.0117 0.3812 0.3695
I 0.0118 0.4111 0.3993

Scenario 4
G 0.0677 0.3942 0.3265
I 0.0821 0.4617 0.3796

Scenario 5
G 0.0246 0.3969 0.3723
I 0.0235 0.3973 0.3738

Scenario 6
G 0.0293 0.4304 0.4011
I 0.0263 0.3886 0.3623

Scenario 7
G 0.0093 0.3853 0.3760
I 0.0081 0.3420 0.3339

Scenario 8
G 0.0241 0.4713 0.4472
I 0.0229 0.4590 0.4361

5. Conclusions

In this paper, an improved inverse-time over-current protection method based on the compound
fault acceleration factor and BAS optimization algorithm is proposed. The new method notably
increases the speed of the over-current protection and improves the coordination between the adjacent
relays. The potential influencing factors on ITOCR protection, including the microgrid operation
modes, fault position, and fault types, were evaluated. The simulation results show that the improved
inverse-time over-current protection method can quickly and coordinately remove faults under different
operation modes, different fault locations, and different fault types of the microgrid, which verifies
the speed and coordination of the protection method, and is better than the traditional protection
methods. Furthermore, as the proposed method does not require extra devices, it is potentially
more economic and easier to implement in the field, thus offering a promising solution for effective
microgrid protection.
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Nomenclature

BAS Beetle antennae search
DG Distributed generation
TDS Time Dial Setting
IIDG Inverter-interfaced distributed generation
FCLs Fault current limiters
HHT Hilbert–Huang transform
OCR Over-current relay
ITOC Inverse-time over-current
ITOCR Inverse-time over-current relay
CTI Coordination time interval
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